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Public interest journalism around the world 

Australia and the world need more public interest journalism; not less. Citizens need accurate, 

detailed, honest accounting and reporting, which is provided by the better media outlets. 

However, it is fair to say that most of what passes for journalism and news today is not 

focused on public interest and solid news values. Instead, the bulk of reporting is what we 

would call “human interest” – it is concerned with personal, trivial and incidental issues – soft 

news that does not offend or educate, it merely entertains. 

There is also a systemic issue, which is more deeply entrenched and therefore more 

problematic. The culture and ideology of contemporary journalism is predicated on a very 

limited set of economic, political and social assumptions that tends towards centrism and the 

status quo. In recent months, journalists have shown themselves to be terribly out of touch 

with the sentiments of the majority. Distain for Donald Trump and Jeremy Corbyn highlights 

this brilliantly. They are very different people, but they were given almost identical treatment 

as “outsiders” by the mainstream media. The mainstream media are part of the social elite — 

in that they adopt, support, reflect and amplify the interests and priorities of the commercial 

and political elite who monopolise decision-making. 

In a sense, the demise of the news industry in Australia mirrors the demise of the auto 

industry. Stand-alone local players cannot effectively compete with overseas providers who 

can spread costs over a global production base and sell into many, diverse markets. 

This is particularly true in digital media, where all of the successful commercial entrants in the 

past few years have been overseas based. Buzzfeed, Junkee, Daily Mail, The Guardian, 

Huffington Post, and most recently, the New York Times.  

It is likely that this trend will continue, as both Fairfax Media and the local arm of News Corp 

continue to shed staff, close bureaux and increasingly to rely on agency or wire copy and buy-

ins from overseas publishers. 

Smaller independents – those without the backing of a millionaire entrepreneur/publisher – 

are struggling to compete in this market. Accompanying the entrance of overseas competitors 

has been the decline or disappearance of numerous other small Australian public interest 

journalism outlets, notably Kings Tribune and No Fibs. Independent Australia has been able to 

keep publishing, but it has not been without significant challenges. 

Like the car industry, if and when it is no longer profitable to “make” news locally then the 

local industry will close. This is the direction we are heading. 

The role of government 

As a regulatory, legislative and administrative body, the government has a significant role in 

the Australian media industry. However, as a necessary and frequent target of legitimate 

media investigation, this role is enmeshed in difficult contradictions. 
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Governments should never use their vast powers to silence criticism, but the temptation to 

use (and indeed the actual use of) media law, defamation law, regulation, administration and 

legislation to control the media – via favours or sanctions – is ever present. 

The increasing tendency for politicians to level a charge of “fake news” against media outlets 

they deem to be hostile, or in order to deflect difficult questions, is one indicator of the pitfalls 

in government and media relationships. 

In the current commercial climate, in which the news media operates, there is an emerging 

sense that somehow government might intervene in support of financially struggling media 

organisations. 

As we discuss below, we do not think that this is a viable, sustainable fix. Governments come 

and go and different political and policy priorities mean that any program implemented today 

would be at the mercy of any change of government. 

This is what has happened to the community television channels (the C31s), which have been 

closed down and now given a sudden, short reprieve. It is difficult for the community media 

sector to plan or sustain itself financially when such seemingly capricious decision-making 

affects their fortunes so dramatically. 

Competition and consumer laws 

Over the past decade, the ACCC has consistently allowed mergers, acquisitions and takeovers 

within the media industry on the grounds that there has been no public interest reason to 

oppose them. On that score, the chickens have come home to roost. The print media is 

effectively a national duopoly in both a commercial and an ideological sense. The Murdoch 

and Fairfax newspapers represent a particular perspective. It is a moot point whether or not 

ACCC decisions allowing media consolidation over recent years have contributed to this or 

slowed the inevitable decline of print media.  

However, it is true to argue that the mergers, acquisitions and takeovers allowed within both 

the print and radio industries in the last ten years or so have contributed to a decline in the 

diversity of outlets and voices at local, regional and national levels, and also to the 

retrenchment of thousands of editorial workers. It is not rocket science to work out the 

impact of this process on both quantity and quality of content available to consumers. 

If, as appears likely, News Corp and/or members of the Murdoch family are allowed to buy 

the ailing Channel Ten network, there will be further consolidation of media ownership and 

less diversity of media voices. 

Aggregators 

Continuing the car industry analogy, the content aggregators (notably Facebook, Google) are 

the low-cost, high-volume “Tata” model with a twist. The aggregators don’t just pump 

content wrapped in a commercial layer, they also sell their audiences and audience data to 

third parties. It is difficult to imagine a process by which governments could manage these 

companies given they are offshore. A Google “tax” has been mentioned, but – as a general 

rule – those costs are usually passed onto consumers in one way or another. Of course, we 

should note that aggregators such as Google and Facebook do not charge users for their 
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service, as their business model is reliant on advertising to those users. Thus it is difficult to 

know how a “tax” on these services might work. 

Business models 

The committee is aware that the market-based business model of print journalism is in deep 

crisis. In many parts of the globe, newspaper and magazine sales are falling and advertisers 

are not willing to pay high prices for shrinking audiences. While it is not governments’ 

responsibility to shore up or rescue failing players in the market, the so-called “public 

interest” test, when applied to the news media, invokes suggestions that government should 

step-in. 

News media makes the argument that it is different, somehow more deserving because of its 

public interest function (seen to be a safeguard on democracy, which is questionable in the 

time of “fake news”). In our view, this argument is difficult to sustain because it is special 

interest pleading. 

A number of submissions to this inquiry have called for government interventions into the 

marketplace in order to support and shore up commercial operations (media companies) that 

claim to operate in the public interest. 

However, the problem is structural and deeper than just subsidising (via tax breaks and so on) 

the survival of the commercial media. 

The chequered history of the application of government subsidies in other areas of the market 

should alert the committee to the dangers involved in this simplistic approach. There is no 

guarantee that gains from ill-designed subsidies or tax breaks will be applied to funding public 

interest journalism. We will, however, suggest some approaches that may be of benefit. 

In a for-profit system, for larger enterprises, a corporate tax break or subsidy will almost 

certainly first be applied to the company bottom line and is therefore likely to benefit 

shareholders and CEOs on good performance bonus packages, rather than frontline 

journalists struggling to hold on to their jobs and to produce public interest content.  

It is undeniable that this is what has happened in Australia at both News Corporation and 

Fairfax Media. The Australian Government gifted Rupert Murdoch a $900 million tax break, 

which went straight out of the country. In the last 12 months, News Corp Australia shed 

almost as many reporting and editorial staff as Fairfax Media. Fairfax Media CEO Greg Hywood 

was accepting large bonuses at the same time he was cutting staff numbers. The bonus 

structure is a reward for this shareholder-benefitting behaviour, while at the same time 

depleting editorial resources devoted to public interest journalism. There is no evidence, or 

historical precedent, that suggests the large media companies would re-invest any extra cash 

from tax-breaks or subsidies into content. 

Further, in relation to tax breaks for media companies; they will really only benefit the larger 

companies or start-ups that are profitable. For smaller entrants, particularly those which 

struggle to break even, tax breaks – unless carefully targeted and managed – are unlikely to 

be of any benefit. Independent Australia (IA) has never made a profit and is largely supported 
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through the resources of owner and managing editor David Donovan, who has never drawn 

a wage. 

The independents 

Independent Australia, although a member of the Australian Press Council and Australian 

Press Gallery, is a relatively small player in the Australian media market and is comparable to 

other publications, such as New Matilda and the Australian Independent Media Network. 

Outlets in this sector strive to build their brand, their reach and their reputations, but struggle 

due to a lack of funds. This lack of cash flow and reserves inhibit such smaller publications’ 

ability to attract and hold quality contributors and provide news content, rather than mere 

opinion. 

IA strives to produce news and, in particular, public interest journalism, but finds it difficult 

because of a lack of resources. It should be recognised that, despite these constraints, 

Independent Australia has been at the forefront of several major journalistic scoops, including 

the exposure of Kathy Jackson as an alleged rorter of Health Services Union funds, and the 

investigation in the Peter Slipper, James Ashby “Ashbygate” affair, which resulted in a hard 

copy book being produced — Ashbygate: The Plot to Destroy Australia’s Speaker (October 

2015).  

There are suggestions being made via other submitters that the government should develop 

a scheme by which the smaller, independents could be subsidised until they can attract and 

hold a sustainable subscriber and/or advertiser base. We do not oppose this idea, but 

recognise the pitfalls associated with it — not least of which is the perception of bias because 

of the source of funding.  

In any form of journalism, the source of funding (advertising in particular) will always raise 

perceptions of bias, so careful management of this issue is vital. Like many of the smaller 

operators in this market, Independent Australia has a business model that includes funding 

from crowdfunding, subscriptions, sales of merchandise and online advertising. 

Crowdfunding (or in other words, donations) does not attract GST and is the most attractive 

form of funding for a publication like IA, since it does not involve offering anything in return, 

apart from the publication’s continuing operation. This is even more the case given 

advertising in the online sphere is dominated by Google and produces extremely low returns, 

subscriptions are extremely hard to retain, and merchandise sales are usually low in volume. 

In the view of our publication, the best means to encourage a diversity of voices would be to 

add a new category of “not for profit public interest journalism” deductible gift recipient 

category into Australia’s Income Tax Assessment Act.  This would be comparable to the 

philanthropy funding serious journalism in the United States under its s501(c)(3) non-profit 

organisation tax clause. 

A recent article in by Bill Birnbuaer ‘Philanthropy is funding serious journalism in the US, it 

could work for Australia too’ (The Conversation, 16 June 2017) detailed how non-profit 

journalism has transformed American public interest journalism: 

In the United States, there are about 150 independent non-profit centres doing 
investigative and public interest journalism. The budgets of the biggest centres such 
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as ProPublica, the Center for Public Integrity and Reveal at the Center for 
Investigative Reporting are about US$10 million a year; smaller centres less than 
US$100,000. 

Non-profit investigative and public interest news centres see their work as a form of 
public service. In the United States, these centres are recognised by the Internal 
Revenue Service (IRS) as eligible for non-profit status under Section 501©(3) 
[http://www.dmlp.org/irs/section-501c3] of the Internal Revenue Code. 

Non-profit status enables these organisations to avoid federal and some state taxes 
and donations to them can be tax deductible. The IRS does not have a distinct 
category for media organisations. Instead, investigative and public interest news 
organisations attract non-profit status under a broad education category. 

There has been a profound cultural transformation in the way mainstream media 
organisations regard non-profit centre stories. Collaborations between legacy and 
non-profit media are commonplace in the United States because non-profit 
journalists have the same ethics, news values and editorial practices as journalists in 
the commercial and public media. 

Foundation-funded journalism does not come close to replacing what has been lost 
due to staff and other cuts by mainstream media since the financial crisis. But it has 
been embraced by key media outlets as a means of boosting the quality of their 
stories. Non-profit centres do not compete with mainstream media; they complement 
it. 

Birnbuaer went on to say that there were significant benefits to this model, which could be 

applied to the Australian system: 

A recent study found only a handful of Australian not-for-profit news organisations 
have been granted deductible gift recipient status by the Australian Tax Office and 
that news organisations face seemingly challenging obstacles in gaining such status. 
This may well discourage the creation of news organisations…. 

But the societal benefits can be huge: lives saved, corruption exposed, environments 
improved, governments and corporate interests held accountable. A recent book by 
a media economist  found that for each US$1 spent on a specified investigative story, 
US$287 in policy benefits resulted. 

Tax deductibility for independent journalism centres would provide incentives for 
individuals and philanthropic organisations to donate to producers of quality 
journalism. 

The availability of tax deductions has the potential to increase the sum of quality 
journalism in Australia, enhance our democratic processes and better serve the 
community. I believe legacy and digital media in future would enter collaborative 
partnerships with non-profit investigative and public interest centres, ensuring a 
wider distribution and impact of their stories. 

The Public Interest Journalism Foundation [http://www.pijf.com.au/] has some 
recommendations for the Australian Tax Office to consider when it comes to 
determining who should be granted deductible gift recipient status. 
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IA endorses Birnbuaer’s sensible recommendations.  

Independent Australia has never made a profit and is, in effect, a not-for-profit organisation 

already. Owner David Donovan continues publishing IA at substantial financial cost to himself 

and his family almost exclusively for the benefit the public. He does this because he believes 

Australia’s concentrated media industry and lack of diversity is a threat to our democracy (See 

Donovan’s IA article of 14 March 2011 – ‘Concentrated media ownership: a crisis for 

democracy’ [https://independentaustralia.net/politics/politics-display/concentrated-media-

ownership-a-crisis-for-democracy,3259]. We believe that allowing Independent Australia to 

relatively easily become a not-for-profit organisation, in which crowdfunding – already the 

publication’s major source of funding – was given charitable tax deduction status for donors, 

it would open up a large source of philanthropic funds for the publication. We also believe 

numerous other organisations may be inclined to pursue public interest journalism on this 

basis.  

If a multiplicity and diversity of voices, and a well-informed public, is seen as being a 

characteristic of a healthy democracy, which we believe it is, then the Committee should 

recommend a reform of the tax code in the way Birnbuaer and the Public Interest Journalism 

Foundation has outlined. We strongly recommend the adoption of this in the Committee’s 

report. 

In terms of other methods to encourage independent public interest journalism, one other 

way would be to offer government grants for investigative journalism. We would note that, 

although this may be of assistance to the industry in total, it would not be of much use to 

publications like Independent Australia, which has little time and few resources able to be 

dedicated to preparing detailed grant documents.  

Lastly, a reform of defamation law would also encourage public interest journalism. Since 

journalists can be sued regardless of whether a story is accurate, they are often reticent to 

investigate sensitive issues or powerful people. Legislation should protect the ability of the 

fourth and fifth estates to expose truth, especially with regard to powerful institutions or 

individuals, without threat of costly litigation. Legislation to restrict the ability of powerful 

and well-funded parties to limit public interest journalism through expensive litigation would 

be of great benefit to publications like Independent Australia. Again, Australia has much to 

learn from the United States in this area. 

Fake news and clickbait 

While “fake news” and “clickbait” are different categories when it comes to analysis, there is 

an obvious overlap between them. Fake news is circulated for a variety of reasons; one is 

political and one is commercial. 

Political fake news 

Political fake news is no more than propaganda. The production of this type of fake news is 

deliberate and for an overtly political purpose.  
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In this category of fake news there are several sub-categories. One is deliberate lies promoted 

by credible sources for the express purpose of misleading, or otherwise gaining an advantage 

over opponents. Another deliberate version of fake news is political spin imparted through a 

series of talking points, some of which may be valid, but when closely examined turn out to 

be either completely false or open to a more valid interpretation that does not match the 

spin. 

However, it is difficult to see how government can enact any kind of legislation or regulation 

that can prevent the spread of deliberate political fake news, without it being seen as an 

attack on freedom of speech, or freedom of the press. 

The problem is compounded by the now common tactic (common since the inauguration of 

Donald Trump, at least) of political actors glibly throwing the “fake news” accusation at their 

opponents as a matter of course. This low-grade populism is now a standard defensive tactic 

in the Trump White House and is now commonplace in the Australian discourse. 

Commercial fake news 

Commercial fake news is often referred to as clickbait. Though not all clickbait is fake news. 

Clickbait is a commercial category in that it is content designed solely to drive traffic and click 

throughs to push up advertising revenue via Facebook and Google or other means. A lot of 

clickbait is “native” advertising. That is, it is copy designed to mimic a news-like style, but with 

no meaning except to advertise or promote a particular product or service. 

Impact of fake news on public interest journalism 

The impact of fake news and clickbait on public interest journalism is difficult to measure 

empirically. Anecdotally, we can speculate that fake news and clickbait impact broadly on the 

credibility of journalism, news and media outlets. There is no doubt people feel let down, 

even cheated when they discover something is fake or merely dressed-up advertising and this 

could be a factor in them switching off to more important news and information. 

In this context, it is worth-noting the analysis of IA political editor, Dr Martin Hirst, in his 2011 

book News 2.0: Can journalism survive the Internet? While this book is now six years old the 

basic question Martin was asking in 2011 has still not been definitively answered. It is still a 

live question, but there is mounting empirical and anecdotal evidence that the survival of 

journalism is not guaranteed. In News 2.0, Dr Hirst identified two crises affecting the news 

media globally and in Australia. 

The first is a crisis of profitability and, if anything, this is now a deeper crisis than it was a few 

years ago. Despite the efforts of some of the best media minds on the planet, nobody can 

claim to have found anything resembling a “cure” for economic crisis of falling profits in the 

news media business. 

The second crisis is one of credibility. As with the crisis in revenue and return on investment, 

this crisis is now also worse. Dr Hirst was writing before “fake news” was the problem it is 

today. We cannot expect the full “fake news” story arc to play out quickly, given that the 

stakes appear to rise on an almost daily basis with Donald Trump in the White House. 
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Dr Hirst is currently completing the manuscript for a follow-up to News 2.0 and he says he is 

not confident that it will be any more optimistic than what he wrote in 2011. Fake news is a 

difficult problem, however, we are not confident that legislation or regulation will be effective 

in controlling it. Regulation may well attempt to curb the excesses of “fake news”, but the 

dangers in allowing governments to legislate what is and what isn’t legitimate news is 

something that we believe should be resisted. 

The current American situation provides all the example and evidence we need to support 

this opposition to legislation. One can only imagine the disastrous results for American 

democracy if the current President were allowed to convert his current hatred of CNN and 

other news outlets into law. 

The future of community and public broadcasting 

The government’s recent decision to extend community television licences in some markets 

is unwelcome. Community television has been struggling with uncertainty since its inception 

and shutting down this vital service is a pointless exercise. An unhealthy obsession with 

commercialising the broadcast spectrum has destroyed a vital public interest voice that 

connects deeply with local audiences. 

In our view, the government should immediately announce that all C31 licences will be 

granted permanently and assistance should be given to those C31 stations that have already 

closed to re-open. 
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